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am pleased to report that 1982-83 was a busy and
constructive year for the College, with progress evident
in a number of areas. It was also an unusual year in
that much time was devoted to considering Trinity's
future: several task forces were engaged in taking a broader
look at our purpose and our prospects; and the role of
fraternities and sororities came under intense discussion. I
will return to these matters later in this report.
The College completed its thirteenth successive year
with a surplus of revenues over expenditures, an achievement made possible by the careful stewardship of the entire
faculty, administration, and staff. A complete financial report
will be forthcoming from Robert Pedemonti, Treasurer and
Director of Finance, in a few weeks. An important contributor to the surplus was our Annual Fund, which attained
a new high in excess of $1.1 million. We are greatly indebted to Morris Lloyd, Jr. '60, who headed this successful
campaign, to the devoted campaign workers who assisted
him, and to our many generous contributors. I would also
like to commend Constance Ware and her dedicated staff in
the Development Office.
The past year was the first under a revised system for
managing Trinity's endowment funds. At the beginning of
the year investments were allocated among three professional
managers (since increased to four), whose performance was
then monitored by the Trustees' Finance Committee, with
assistance from an independent outside consultant. Results
for the twelve months slightly exceeded those of the popular
averages, and the market value of our funds rose to $65 .1
million on June 30, 1983 from $44.0 million a year earlier.
This increase also reflects the addition of $3.2 million
through gifts and bequests, the second largest annual sum in
Trinity's history. I would particularly like to note a $1.0
million fund to support a professorship in Political Science
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Trinity' s carillon and chamber music
concerts once again attracted
thousands of music lovers to the
campus on Wednesday evenings
during the summer.
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and a $200,000 fund for scholarships created through the
generosity of the late Gertrude Reitemeyer, widow of
Colonel John R. Reitemeyer '21. These funds, both in his
memory, will continue to remind us of this distinguished
alumnus and dedicated trustee.
In addition, the year also witnessed the successful
matching of two major challenge grants. A gift from the
George F. Baker Trust enabled us to conclude our $625,000
challenge grant from the National Endowment for the Humanities toward the renovation and restoration of Seabury
Hall. These funds, combined with some $300,000 in College
funds, are being used to create modern faculty offices in the
basement of Seabury and to renovate the classroom spaces in
a way that preserves their historic character.
We also concluded an $800,000 challenge program from
the Hewlett and Mellon Foundations, establishing a
presidential Discretionary Fund. The income from this fund
is to be used for faculty development, unusual curricular
innovations, and other forms of "institutional renewal."
wo major plant renovations (not to mention
several smaller ones) required close attention by
Vice President Thomas Smith and his staff. The
principal of these projects was the enlargement
and modernization of the Mather Campus Center. Work
began last winter and moved into high gear after the Spring
Reunion in early June. By the time the students returned,
food service and other essential functions were operating
smoothly; by mid-fall, work should be completed and this
handsome facility in full use. I am confident that it will provide an attractive focus for campus life which has long been
lacking. The entire process has tested the ingenuity of staff
and the patience of everyone. Gerald Hansen, Director of
Alumni and College Relations, handled our summer activities with imaginative rearrangements, which included moving
Elderhostel to our Rome Campus, where a most successful
continuing education program was mounted under Professor
Michael Campo's leadership.
I referred in last year's report to the possibility of renovating the Hallden Engineering Laboratory and transforming
much of its space into an up-to-date computer laboratory.
Thanks principally to very generous grants from the Pew
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The Hallden Engineering Building
has been transformed into a modern
engineering and computer center
with forty work stations, improved
laboratory space and offices, and a
student lounge.

Memorial Trust and an anonymous alumnus this work was
undertaken and completed over the summer. Students in
engineering and computing now enjoy a bright, modern
facility with added capability in the vital area of data processing. In addition, the old library area in Williams has
been attractively renovated, principally for the use of the
Development Office.
These projects and many others have been a fitting
climax to the distinguished career of Colonel Riel Crandall,
our Director of Buildings and Grounds. We will miss him as
he moves into retirement.
Trinity, like many other selective colleges, has felt the
dual impact of constantly rising costs and a shrinking pool of
college-age young people. This year, for the first time in
several, we saw a decline in the number of applications to
Trinity. They fell by 9 percent, a figure comparable to that
experienced by most of our sister colleges. Since the number
of candidates still exceeds our openings by more than six-toone, we are not seriously worried about filling the freshman
class. We are, however, concerned about maintaining the
quality and diversity of our student body. Fortunately, the
Class of 1987 appears to be as strong and varied as its
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predecessor. The proportion of minority students continued
to rise, with an increase in Hispanic and Asian students offsetting a decrease in black students. In addition , we were
pleased to note an increase in the number of freshmen of the
Jewish faith . Another encouraging sign is the continued
growth of our Individualized Degree Program, designed to
provide an alternate track for adult learners who wish to
complete their education. More than 100 students are now
enrolled in this program, which we hope will double in size
over the next few years.
Our Financial Aid Office was also successful in distributing available resources somewhat more widely than last
year, and the number of students to whom we offered admission but were unable to provide financial assistance
declined significantly. One of the most important additions
to our aid resources was the Capital Area Corporate Scholars
Program, funded through the generosity of a number of
local corporations. Under this program , 22 students received
an average of $5,000 each toward their educational expenses
at Trinity. The sponsors were: the Aetna Life & Casualty
Foundation, the Barnes Group, Inc., Coleco Industries , Inc. ,
the Connecticut National Bank, CIGNA, the Dexter Corporation, Emhart Corporation, the Hartford Courant
Foundation, the Hartford Insurance Group, the Heublein
Foundation, and United Technologies Corporation.
I will now turn to the discussions which made this a
somewhat unusual year: fraternities; and long range plans.
he question of fraternities at a college like Trinity
is a vexed one. Originally, they dominated social
life during the era of all-male enrollment . During
the 1960s when student activism was at its height,
the number of fraternities and their influence waned. When
the College began to grow in the '70s principally because of
the admission of women, an unbalanced system resulted:
essentially a few men's fraternities with houses and two new
women's sororities without houses . While renewed interest in
fraternities and sororities on the part of some students has
been evident in recent years, many remain indifferent to the
Greek-letter societies, and a few are openly hostile. The
latter, like many faculty members and some administrators,
have come to feel that fraternities and sororities are passe at
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best, and perhaps even divisive and discriminatory. In the
meantime, the housed fraternities have remained a conspicuous feature of the social scene, giving rise to the charge
that the College has not moved rapidly enough in fostering
alternative social arrangements.
It was against this background, and following an
unusually ugly episode in one of the fraternity houses, that
the Faculty in the spring of 1981 formed a committee to
consider our fraternity/sorority system and possible alternatives. It studied the matter carefully and reported to the
The baseball team won the New
England championship this past
spring, capping what was an
outstanding year for both men ' s and
women ' s intercollegiate sports.
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Faculty in the fall of 1982, concluding that fraternities and
sororities should be phased out over three years. As a distant
alternative they recommended stricter regulation and mandatory admission of both men and women in all houses.
The Board of Trustees then appointed a committee to
review the matter, chaired by Karl Scheibe '59, Professor of
Psychology at Wesleyan. I also studied the issue and recommended that we not banish the chapters, but that we place
them, and all student organizations, under stricter regulation
and require that admission be open to both men and women
within three years. In May of this year, the Trustees' Committee made its final report to the Board, which accepted its
recommendations. Fraternities and sororities will not be
banned, but the supervision of them and all student organizations will be strengthened. Open admission to both men
and women is established as a clear preference at Trinity,
and all new chapters must be co-ed. The President, however, may grant exemptions to existing fraternities and
sororities that request to remain single sex by a vote of at
least 75 percent of their current undergraduate members.
These exemptions must be renewed, with a fresh vote, every
three years.
The complexity of the solution reflects the complexity of
the issue, but I believe the Trustee response is a reasonable
one. I shall implement it as firmly and fairly as I can, although I have told the Chairman of the Board of Trustees
that I shall ask the Board to review the situation in two
years if in my view we have not, in the meantime, made
significant progress towards satisfying the College's ultimate
objective of equal access for both sexes.
The one aspect of the fraternity issue on which, so far
as I know, everyone agrees is that these organizations comprise just one part of the total pattern of student life at
Trinity. Viewed more comprehensively, our basic concern is
for the quality of undergraduate life in all its aspects. Do
students share a sense of community? Is the general tone
conducive to their overall intellectual, cultural, and social
development? I now turn to our long range planning
activity, for it is there that these broad issues, along with
many others, have been addressed directly.

Trinity ' s Barbieri Center of Italian
Studies announced last fall that it
would return to the Italian
government an important collection
of Benito Mussolini's personal
papers. Professor Michael Campo
(left) presented the material to the
director of the Italian archives on the
occasion of an international
conference on Fascism held on
campus in October , 1982.

n my Annual Report last year I described the process
we had established to help us formulate long range
plans and priorities for the College. Since the spring
of 1982, five carefully selected task forces have been
engaged in this process: a Review Committee, chaired by
Vice President Thomas Smith, revisited the work of our
previous planning committee; Project I, a largely faculty
group, headed by Dean Andrew De Rocco and Professor
Drew Hyland, examined academic strategies, while a parallel
study was conducted by the President's Fellows; Project II
involved the Board of Fellows in an examination of student
life led by Ms. Karen Jeffers '76 and Ms. Mary Jo Keating
'74; and Project III, headed by Gerald Hansen, Director of
Alumni and College Relations, investigated Trinity's relationships with the city of Hartford. More than 50 members
of the campus community participated in these projects, and
I am grateful to them for their diligent and creative work.
Over the past summer, a small group of faculty and administrators has assisted me on consolidating and integrating
the various recommendations that emerged. The result was
"A Report to the College: Trinity in the 1980s," which was
distributed at the opening of the fall semester and represents
a synthesis of our planning activity over the past fifteen
months.
It is a long report and unusual in that it contains a
mixture of things. It restates our basic goals as an institution. It describes a variety of administrative moves-some
large and some very modest-which should advance us
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towards these goals. And, it offers for the Faculty's consideration a number of ambitious recommendations, primarily
with respect to curriculum. It also envisions possible
adjustments in faculty size and teaching loads as well as
plant expenditures and a capital campaign, all of which
will ultimately require the approval of our Trustees. So
even our planning work is not yet complete. The Faculty,
in particular, will be considering some very difficult issues
this coming year. But the general framework within which
the discussion will take place is now, I believe, established.
Our planning groups have helped us reassert who we are
and where we are headed.
The Bantam mascot returned to the
athletic fields last fall after a long
absence.

e are a college which can aspire to be among
the very best. We aim to help able young
·
people discover their true strengths and
interests and to realize their highest potential,
both intellectually and-in the broadest sense-morally.
We are convinced that for our students this development is
best nurtured by a demanding curriculum grounded in the
liberal arts and sciences. And we know that it depends
critically on the intense engagement of these students with
dedicated teachers who are also fine scholars. Because of
our location, it is also possible to carry on this process in a
busy urban setting, very similar to that in which many of
our students will find themselves after graduation.
The Report is too long for me to deal with all its
aspects here, but since I have mentioned student life earlier
in connection with the fraternity question, I will summarize
some of the recommendations of that section of the Report.
It notes, of course, that we are just completing a major
step in the renovation of Mather Hall. The new Mather
should provide an attractive center for campus life: a place
where students will drop in and meet casually with other
students and faculty members. But the Report finds that
our residential accommodations remain inadequate. It
recommends the preparation of a master plan for student
residences, including an additional dormitory for 100-125
people. It also proposes that we consider the possibility of
grouping our dorms to create a ''house system. '' The plan
envisions four such groupings, each with resident faculty
members or ''preceptors.'' Intramural athletics and other
aspects of student life could be organized around these
groupings. Studies of both of these proposals will be undertaken this fall, with the active involvement of faculty
members and students.
The Report's most important recommendations, however, probably lie in the areas of the curriculum and the
faculty. These suggestions are drawn from the fine work of
the Project I committee, and they directly reflect our concept
of a Trinity education's purpose. Proposals that students
demonstrate proficiency in written English and take a course
in Quantitative and Symbolic Reasoning, for instance, both
reinforce the notion that Trinity undergraduates should
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develop the fundamental skills necessary for productive
careers and further learning.
A Liberal Studies Requirement is also proposed, which
would reintroduce a measure of structure to the non-major
curriculum. In one form, it would require students to take
at least one out of a cluster of largely new courses in each of
the following areas: Modes of Knowing; the Nature of the
Technological World; and Views of the Good Society. Satisfaction of this requirement would increase students' exposure
to basic areas of human inquiry and concern, and it would
also press them to explore their own particular strengths and
interests more broadly. Several other proposals, such as those
affecting the number of courses necessary for graduation and
the requirements for honors in the major, should help assure
that the academic experience at Trinity is consistently
challenging.
he importance of supporting our faculty in its
professional growth is also clearly recognized in
our plans. A proposed Faculty Institute for Collaborative Study and recommendations concerning
the size of the faculty and possible adjustment in its basic
teaching load all address the critical necessity of maintaining
commitment to scholarship as well as keenness in the classroom. I hope that we will be able to implement a significant
number of these suggestions in the coming years .
The third major area of planning involves Trinity's
relationships with its host city. Our urban setting is one of
the College's most distinguishing features and, as the Project
III committee stated, "If Trinity is to maintain its competitive, leadership position in the 1980s, it cannot do so in
isolation from the City around us." Among the key recommendations are: expanding student involvement in the
cultural and intellectual life of Hartford; stabilizing and improving the immediate neighborhood; providing incentives
for community service by faculty and administrators; and
appointment of a senior administrator to explore and expedite interactions with the city.
It is clear that the College has a busy period ahead. We
will be implementing some of our new plans and giving further study to others. We will be debating how best to help
both students and faculty members develop new opportunities

T
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The $4 million renovation and
expansion of Mather Hall promises to
provide a more spacious and
attractive center for campus life.
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for intellectual interchange and growth. At a time when
many institutions are facing contraction and retrenchment,
we are fortunate to anticipate making this College stronger
and more useful.
The accomplishments of our faculty members, both in
the classroom and in their own research, provide clear
evidence of Trinity's strength. A sampling of faculty achievements over the past year is included elsewhere in this report.
In recognition of their contributions to the College, two of
our senior faculty members were appointed to named chairs
this past year: Edward W. Sloan has become the Northam
Professor of History; August E. Sapega has been designated
Hall den Professor of Engineering. We have also launched a
three-year study of ways to incorporate women's studies into
the curriculum, aided by funds from the Hewlett-Mellon
Fund and the Mellon Fund for the Eighties.
Our campus calendar continues to provide a diverse
and stimulating counterpoint to the academic side. Four
leading Judaic scholars participated in the Leonard E.
Greenberg lectures on Jewish Contributions to Western Civilization. Our students also had the opportunity to hear firsthand from various national figures including former Senator
George McGovern, economist Irving Kristol, Black rights
activist Stokely Carmichael, poet Louis Simpson and White
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House correspondent Emery King. Last spring, students
organized the third annual Awareness Day, an event which
replaces traditional classes with campus-wide discussion of
political, social and ethical issues.
With more than 800 students involved in intercollegiate
competition, it is not surprising that the College enjoyed a
splendid year in athletics. Our women's teams compiled a
76-36-2 record, winning New England championships in
tennis, basketball, and lacrosse, and going undefeated in
swimming. The men's record was 115-71-3, a record aided
by an undefeated track squad. The baseball team won the
New England championship by beating Wesleyan in the
ECAC playoff, and the track and basketball teams were
runners-up in regional competition. All told, seventeen of
our students received All-American citations, the highest
number in the College's history.
Beyond the campus, student participation in the life of
Hartford also continued to increase. Some 245 students
completed internships in various governmental agencies,
businesses, and social service institutions; many others demonstrated their concern through activity in the Big Brothers
and Big Sisters, in tutoring programs, and through work
with the Center City Churches. The energy and commitment of our young people are a constant source of pride for
all of us at the College.
n conclusion I note with regret the retirement in June
of two senior members of our faculty, each of whom
also played an important part in the institutional life
of the College over many years. Edwin P. Nye joined
Trinity in 1959 and in 1960 was appointed Hallden Professor of Engineering. From 1971 to 1979, he served as
Dean of the Faculty, earning respect for his great organizational ability and his advocacy of College funding for faculty
research. George B. Cooper first came to the College in
1941 and over 4 2 years of distinguished teaching and scholarship became one of Trinity's most memorable institutions.
He was appointed Northam Professor of History in 1964,
and also served as Secretary of the College from 197 4 until
his retirement. We all owe much to these remarkable men,
both exceptional figures in the history of Trinity.
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JAMES F. ENGLISH , JR .

Faculty
Presentations
and
Publications

DAVID]. AHLGRE , Associate Professor of Engineering
David Ahlgren, et al., "Piezoelectric Crystal Thermogravimetric Analyzer for
Temperature-Programmed Analysis of Deposited Films," in Analytical Chemistry,
vol. 54, pp . 2067-2072, 1982.
DINA L. ANSELMI , Assistant Professor of Psychology

''Developmental Differences in the Recall of Pictorial and Verbal Story Information.'' Paper presented at the American Psychological Association, Anaheim,
CA, August, 1983.
MARDGES BACON , Assistant Professor of Fine Arts

''The Singer Model and the Tower Solution for Manhattan.'' Paper presented
at the Society of Architectural Historians Annual Meeting, Phoenix, AZ, April,
1983.
''Rationalism and Aestheticism in the Commercial Architecture of Ernes·t
Flagg." Lecture presented at Massachusetts Institute of Technology, May,
1983.
DEBORAH J . BERGSTRAND, Assistant Professor of Mathematics

"New Uniqueness Proofs for the (5,8,24), (5,6,12) and Related Steiner
Systems," in Journal of Combinatorial Theory, Series A, vol. 33, no. 3, pp.
247-272, November, 1982. "An Introduction to Error-Correcting Codes."
Presentation at Williams College, Williamstown, MA, January, 1983.
EDWARD BOBKO , Professor of Chemistry

"Correlation Analysis: Hammett Substituent Constants and Hydroxyl Proton
NMR Chemical Shifts of Triarylcarbinols,'' with Christopher S. Tolerico in
Journal of Organic Chemistry, vol. 48, p. 1368, 1983.
ROBERT H . BREWER, Professor of Biology

'' The Life History of Cyanea. '' Lecture presented at the Environmental Laboratory, Northeast Utilities, Waterford, CT, September, 1982.
JOSEPH D . BRONZI 0 , JR. , Vernon D. Roosa Professor of Applied Science

"Clinical Engineering at the Crossroads, or where do we go from here?" in
Journal of Clinical Engineering, 7(2), pp. 102, 152, 1982 .
"Clinical Engineering at the Crossroads." Paper presented at the Annual
IEEE-Engineers in Medicine and Biology Conference, Philadelphia, PA,
September, 1982.
"Effect of prenatal protein malnutriton upon cortical and hippocampal EEG in
the developing rat. '' Paper presented at the 12th Annual Conference of the
Society of Neuroscience, Minneapolis, MN, October, 1982 .
"Intracerebral injection of naloxone in the region of the nucleus tractus
solitarius: Effect on EEG changes induced by systemic administration of morphine." Paper presented at the 12th Annual Conference of the Society of
Neuroscience, Minneapolis, MN, October, 1982.
"The BMET/Clinical Engineer Career Ladder Concept." Paper presented at
the 2nd Annual Northeast Regional Symposium on Technology in Medicine,
Windsor Locks, CT, November, 1982.
"Computer Applications for Patient Care." Paper presented at the 7th Annual
Great Lakes BME Conference, Milwaukee, WI, April, 1983.
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"Computer Applications in Medicine." Presentation at the University of
Hartford, November, 1982.
"Systems and Electrical Engineering Colloquium." Presentation at the
University of Connecticut, December, 1982 .
"Computer Applications for Patient Care." Presentation at St. Joseph College,
West Hartford, CT, March, 1983.
WILLIAM N. BUTOS , Assistant Professor of Economics

"Review, " Rational Expectations and Economic Policy) ed. S. Fischer, Financial
Review) 18:1, pp. 114-117, February, 1983.
GEORGE E. CHAPLIN, Professor of Fine Arts and Director of the Studio Arts

Program
Group Exhibit, "Director's Choice," Munson Gallery, New Haven, CT,
October 17 - November 6, 1982.
One Man Exhibit, Munson Gallery, New Haven, CT, March 6 - March 26,
1983.
U.S. Department of State Art in Embassies: Conference Room of Secretary of
State, Washington, D.C., Malta, Panama, Nassau, Mauritania and Ireland.
RICHARD B. CRAWFORD, Professor of Biology

"Effects of Drilling Fluids on Embryo Development," Project Report, Environmental Protection Agency, January, 1983.
WARDS . CURRAN, George M . Ferris Professor in Corporation Finance and

Investments
"Inflation and the Discount Rate in Estimating Damages in Torts," in Connecticut Bar Journal) vol. 56, no. 5, October, 1982.
Seminar on Capital Budgeting at the annual meeting of the Financial Management Association, San Francisco, CA, October, 1982.
"Modern Portfolio Theory and Capital Markets." Course taught as a visiting
professor at Yale University, Spring, 1983.
ANDREW G. DE ROCCO, Dean of the Faculty and College Professor of the

Nat ural Sciences
"Honors in Science: Science in Honors," in Forum for Honors) vol. XIII, no. 2,
pp. 1-6.
"Science and Technology Education for Undergraduates: Methods for Promoting Faculty Initiatives.'' Paper presented at the Wingspread Conference
sponsored by AAC and AAAS, June, 1982.
JUDY DWORIN, Associate Professor of Theatre and Dance

''Asian Dance/Drama: A Core Interdisciplinary Seminar Bridging Theatre and
Dance." Paper presented at the American Theatre Association Conference,
August, 1983.
ELLISON B. FINDLY, Assistant Professor of Religion and Intercultural Studies

The World of Islam) co-edited with Y. Haddad and B. Haines, Syracuse University Press, 1983.
Review of John B. Cobb, Jr.'s Beyond Dialogue: Toward a Mutual Transformation
Christianity and Buddhism in The Thomist.

of

" Life in the Interior: Space as a Soteriological Category in Indian Painting. "
Lecture presented at Yale University, April, 1983.
JOHN A. GETTlER , Associate Professor of Religion

' 'God and Evil in the Bible.'' Lecture presented at Mattatuck Community
College, Waterbury, CT, April , 1983.
RONALD K . GOODENOW , Associate Professor of Educational Studies
Schools in Cities: Consensus and Coriflict in American Educational History, co-authored
with D. Ravitch , Homes and Meier, Inc., New York, 1983.

" Beyond These Shores: Internationalizing the History of Education," in
Teachers College Record, pp . 753-759 , Spring, 1983.
" To Build a New World : toward two case studies on transfer in the twentieth
century," in Compare: Journal of the British Comparative Education Society, " pp.
43-59 , Spring, 1983.
'' Recent Interpretations of American Education .'' Lecture presented at American Majors Staff-Student Seminar, Program in American Studies , University of
East Anglia, February , 1983 .
" Beyond Compare: Reflections on the Historiography of American Education."
Lecture presented at the London Association of Comparative Educationists,
March , 1983 .
" Multicultural Education: A Fifty Year Perspective on Policy Issues. " Lecture
presented at the Conference of the European Comparative Education Societies,
Wurzburg, West Germany, July, 1983.
'' Changing Conceptions in the Study of the History of Education. ' ' Lecture
presented to the Faculty of Education at the University of Brasilia, Brazil,
June , 1983 .
ALDEN R . GORDON , Assistant Professor of Fine Arts

'' Collecting Eighteenth-Century French Drawings, ' ' in 18th Century French Drawings, New York, Colnaghirs, 1983.
" The Public Spirit and Personal Taste of Louis XV's Director of Works :
Marigny and the Arts. '' Paper presented at the Center for Advanced Study in
the Visual Arts , National Gallery of Arts, Washington, D.C ., March, 1983 .
G ERALD GU NDERSON , Shelby Cullom Davis Professor of American Business

and Economic Enterprise
'' Sometimes History Repeats Itself ' and ' 'Academic Entrepreneurship. ' ' .Papers
delivered to the history program and graduate business program respectively at
Union College, Schenectady, NY, May, 1983.
KARL F. HABERLANDT, Professor of Psychology
Karl Haberlandt , et al . , ''The role of scripts in the comprehension and retention of texts," in Text, 1982, vol. 2, pp. 29-46.
JOAN D . H EDRICK , Scholar-in-Residence

" Harriet Beecher Stowe and the Reconstruction of American Literature."
Paper presented at a conference on "Toward Equitable Education for Men and
Women " at Skidmore College , Saratoga Springs, NY , March , 1983.
DAVID E. HENDERSON , Associate Professor of Chemistry

David Henderson, et al., "Piezoelectric Crystal Thermogravimetric Analyzer for
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Temperature Programmed Analysis of Deposited Films, '' in Analytical Chemistry)
vol. 54, pp. 2067-2072, 1982.
David Henderson, et al ., "Low Temperature HPLC for Separation of Thermally Labile Species," in Advances in Chromatography) vol. 23, J. C. Giddings,
ed., Marcel Dekker, New York.
David Henderson, et al., "Low Temperature Reverse Phase HPLC for Separation of The1mally Labile Species.'' Paper presented to the Pittsburgh Conference on Analytical Chemistry and Applied Spectroscopy, Atlantic City, NJ,
March, 1983; paper presented to the American Chemical Society/Connecticut
Valley Section Undergraduate Research Symposium, Wesleyan University,
April, 1983; paper presented to the 13th Northeast Regional Meeting of the
American Chemical Society, Hartford, CT, June, 1983.
David Henderson, et al., "Low Temperature HPLC for Separation of Thermally Labile Species." Paper presented at the Department of Chemistry,
University of New Hampshire, Durham, NH, April, 1983; paper presented at
the Connecticut Chromatography Council Summer Symposium on Chromatography, Yale University, New Haven, CT, June, 1983.
David Henderson, et al ., "Design and Application of a Piezoelectric Crystal
Thermogravimetric Analyzer for Microgram and and Submicrogram Samples.''
Paper presented at the 13th Northeast Regional Meeting of the American
Chemical Society, Hartford, CT, June, 1983.
SHARON D . HERZBERGER , Associate Professor of Psychology

Review of Sgroi, S. (Ed.), "Handbook of clinical intervention in child sexual
abuse," in International journal of Sociology of the Family) 13(1), 1983.
Sharon Herzberger, et al., "Interpersonal relations during the childbearing
years," in H.S. Friedman and M.R. DiMatteo (Eds.) Interpersonal issues in health
care1 New York: Academic Press, 1982.
''A social cognitive approach to the cross-generational transmission of abuse,''
in Finkelhor, David et al. (Eds.) The dark side of families: current family violence
research) Beverly Hills: Sage, 1983.
GEORGE C . HIGGINS , JR ., Professor of Psychology and College Counselor

Three lectures on Sexual Behavior given to OB-GYN Staff at Mount Sinai
Hospital, Hartford, CT, January-February, 1983.
Lecture on Sexual Development given at the Conference on Human Sexuality,
Sex Information and Education Council of Connecticut, February, 1983.
DONALD D. HOOK, Professor of Modem Languages

"Some Observations on Semantic Change: Generalizations and Obscenities," m
Maledicta1 no. 7, 1983.

The Aetna Manual of Style (AEMOS)1 consulting editor, Aetna Institute for
Corporate Education, 1983.
"The Introduction and Summary of Word Order in German Textbooks," m
Kwartalnik Neofilologiczny) no. 3, 1983.
DREW A . HYLAND, Charles A. Dana Professor of Philosophy

"Women, Sport, and Philosophy," in Women and Sport) ed . B. Postow, Scarecrow Press, 1983.
"Foncoult, Schurmann, and the Intelligibility of History," in Independent Journal
of Philosophy) 1983.

''Reply to Mitchell Miller's Review of The Virtue
Journal of Philosophy, 1983.

of Philosophy, ''

in Independent

"Toward a Conversation on Play and Being," in Proceedings of the 17th
Heidegger Conference, 1983.
''Toward a Conversation on Play and Being.'' Paper presented at the Heidegger Conference, University of New Hampshire, Durham, NH, May, 1983.
SAMUEL KASSOW , Associate Professor of History

''Community and Identity in the Polish Shtetl. '' Paper given at conference on
Jewish Settlement and Community in the Modern Western World, Graduate
Center, City University of New York, March, 1983.
"History and Tragedy in I. J. Singer: The Brothers Ashkenazi. " Lecture given in
Yiddish, New Haven Jewish Community Center, June, 1983.
DORI KATZ , Professor of Modern Languages

Translation of A Coin in Nine Hands, a novel by Marguerite Yourcenar, Straus,
Farrar, & Giroux, Inc.
Literary consultant for a 90 minute dramatic adaptation for Connecticut Public
Radio, of her translation of Fires, Four Legends for Lovers by Marguerite
Y ourcenar, May, 1983.
ARNOLD L. KERSON , Associate Professor of Modern Languages

"Jose Larranaga: Una especie de heroe existencialista barojiano." Paper presented at the Asociacion Internacional de Hispanistas, VIII Congreso, Brown
University, Providence, RI, August, 1983.
"The Dissertato Ludicro-seria of Diego Jose Abad." Paper presented at the Eighth
International Conference on Patristic, Medieval, and Renaissance Studies,
Villanova University, Villanova, PA, September, 1983.
NANCY OLEY KIRKLAND , Visiting Assistant Professor of Psychology

"Proflie of Women in the Society for Neurosciences," in Society for Neuroscience
Newsletter, 14, pp . 4-16, 1983.
Nancy Kirkland, et al., "Intracerebral injection of naloxone in the region of the
nucleus tractus solitarius: effect on EEG changes induced by systemic morphine," in Society of Neuroscience Abstracts, 8, 1982.
"Naloxone injections in the solitary tract nucleus delay systemic morphine
analgesia.'' Paper presented at the Eastern Psychological Association, Philadelphia, PA, April, 1983.
"Women in Neuroscience: Emerging trends." Lecture presented at the Society
for Neuroscience, Minneapolis, MN, November, 1982.
"The strain in pain is mainly in the brain." Lecture presented at the Department of Psychology, Smith College, Northampton, MA, November, 1982.
FRANK G . KIRKPATRICK, Associate Professor of Religion

"Understanding an Act of God," in God's Activity in the World: The Contemporary
Debate, edited by Owen Thomas, Scholars Press, 1983.
"Marx's Organic Concept of Community: A Critique by John Macmurray."
Paper presented at the New England Region, American Academy of Religion,
April, 1983.
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"The Bishops, The Bible, and The Bomb." Lecture presented as part of
Spring Lectures in the Bible and Philosophy, Mattatuck Community College ,
New Haven, CT, April, 1983.
DIRK KUYK, JR ., Associate Professor of English

Threads Cable-strong: William Faulkner 's ((Go Down, Moses." Bucknell University
Press, 1983.
"A Novel from an Oral Tradition: Zora Neale Hurston' s Their Eyes were Watching God, " in Rainbow 'round Her Shoulder, Morgan State University Press , 1982 .
HELENS . LANG , Associate Professor of Philosophy

"An Homeric Echo in Aristotle, " in Philological Quarterly, 6, pp. 329-339, 1982.
" The Concept of Place: Aristotle's Physics and the Angelology of Duns
Scotus," in Viator XIV, pp. 245-266, 1983.
"Aristotle and Darwin: The Problem of Species," in International Philosophical
Quarterly, June, 1983.
"Anselm's Use of Scripture and His Theory of Signs. " Invited lecture presented at the Centre National de la Recherche Scientifique: Institute de
Recherche et d'histoire des textes. Colloque international: Etudes anselmiennes,
Abbaye du Bee, Normandy, July, 1982; University of Colorado, Committee on
Medieval Studies, October, 1982.
LINDA LAURENT , Artist-in-Residence (Music)
Two-piano recital with Stanley Hummel at the Albany Institute of History and
Art, June, 1983 .
EUGENE E. LEACH, Associate Professor of History and Director of the American

Studies Program
Five articles on the history of educational radio to 1945 in Current, Vol. II , nos.
1-6, from January 14 to March 25, 1983.
Review of "Americas in Transition," in Film & History XII, pp. 66-69 ,
September, 1982.
"Radical American Studies: A Moment and a Movement. " Paper presented at
the spring meeting of the New England American Studies Association , Mount
Holyoke College, South Hadley, MA, April, 1983 .
"The Science of Svengali: Applied Hypnotism in American Culture,
1890-1930." Lecture presented at Greater Hartford Community College,
Hartford, CT, November, 1982.
"The Industrialization of American Culture." Lecture presented at the Stamford Branch of the University of Connecticut, March, 1983.
RANDOLPH M . LEE , Associate Professor of Psychology and Associate College
Counselor
"Treatment Issues in Anorexia Nervosa." Paper presented at the Joint Annual
Meeting of Connecticut Psychiatric Society, Connecticut Psychological Association and Connecticut Society of Clinical Social Workers, New Haven , CT,
May, 1983.
MICHAEL LESTZ , Assistant Professor of History

"Chinese Perceptions of Italian Fascism, 1922-1934." Paper presented at
Trinity's Conference on Italian Fascism, Fall, 1982.

w . LINDSEY , III , Visiting Assistant Professor of Economics
"Foreign Direct Investment in the Philippines: A Review of the Literature, " in
Survey of Philippine Development Research II (Makati, Philippines: Philippine Institute for Development Studies), 1983.

CHARLES

" Technology, Skill, and Economic Development," in Philippine Studies) 31, July,
1983 .
" Firm Size and Rate of Growth in Philippine Manufacturing," in Philippine
Review of Business and Economics) 17, May-June, 1980.
Book review of Technology Transfer: A Case Study by Mingsarn Santikarn, in Contemporary Southeast Asia) 4, September, 1982.
Book review of Philippine Studies: Political Science) Economics) and Linguistics) ed. by
Donn Hart, in Journal of Southeast Asian Studies) (with Paul Nerney), March,
1983.
Book review of The United States and the Philippines: A Study of Neocolonialism by
Stephen Rosskamm Shalom , in Journal of Southeast Asian Studies) September,
1983.
" In Search of Dynamism: Foreign Investment in the Philippines Under Martial
Law .'' Paper presented to the Philippine Studies Group at the annual meeting
of the Association for Asian Studies, San Francisco, CA, March, 1983 .
KENNETH LLOYD-JONES, Associate Professor of Modern Languages

"Du Bellay's Journey from Roma Vetus to La Rome Neufve))) in Rome in the
Renaissance: The City and the Myth) SUNY, Binghamton, NY, pp. 301-319, 1983.
''Orthodoxy and Language: Dolet and the Question of Ciceronianism in the
Early Reformation," in Classical and Modern Literature, Vol. II, no. 4, pp.
213-230, 1982.
WILLIAM M . MACE , Associate Professor of Psychology

'' Proceedings of a meeting of the International Society of Ecological Psychology ," in journal of Experimental Psychology: Human Perception and Performance) 9, pp.
151-157.
William Mace, et al ., ''The implications of occlusion for perceiving persistence, ' ' in The Behavioral and Brain Sciences) 6, pp. 29-31 , 1983 .
Organizer and discussant for symposium on "Advances in Technology and
Developments in Space Perception." Midwest Psychological Association,
Chicago, IL, May, 1983.
"Introduction to the ecological psychology of perceiving." Lecture presented at
the Thomas]. Watson IBM Research Center, Yorktown Heights, NY, May,
1983.
THEODOR M . MAUCH , Professor of Religion and Ellsworth Tracy Lecturer in

Religion
"The Process of Developing Ideas in Isaiah 40-55 ." Eight lectures at the
Federated Church , Orleans, MA, January-February, 1983.
"The Activity of 'Word' in Eleven Biblical Texts." Lecture given at The
Northfield Conference, Squam Lake, NH, June, 1983.
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CLYDE D . MCKEE , JR ., Associate Professor of Political Science

"The Theory, Structures, Procedures, and Politics of America's Political
System: How the U.S. Constitution Got Turned Upside Down." Lecture presented to a group of African officials who visited Trinity under sponsorship of
the U.S. State Department and Hartford World Affairs Center, April, 1983.
J. BARD MCNULTY, James J. Goodwin Professor of English (Part-time)

"Narrative Conventions in the Bayeux Tapestry." Paper presented at the Eighteenth International Congress on Medieval Studies held at Western Michigan
University, Kalamazoo, Ml, May, 1983.
RALPH 0 . MOYER , JR., Associate Professor of Chemistry

Ralph Moyer, et al., "Structure and Magnetism of Eu 21rH5," in Journal of
Solid State Chemistry, 48, p. 11 7, 1983.
Ralph Moyer, et al., "Dielectric Anomalies in Eu 21rH 5 and Eu 2RuH 6 " m
Bulletin of American Physical Society, Vol. 27, No. 2, p. 839 , 1982.
JAMES O ' ROURKE, Adjunct Professor of Engineering
James O'Rourke, et al., "Optimized graphical analysis of Gaussian and lognormal assumptions for intraocular and vascular pressure distributions,'' in
Current Eye Research, Vol. 2, No. 3, 1982/1983.

James O'Rourke, et al., "Fluorescein Appearance Time Curves," in Archives
Ophthalmology, Vol. 100, November, 1982.

of

James O'Rourke, et al., "Graphical Analysis of Ocular Pressure Distributions
and Correlations," in Ophthalmology Society, Vol. LXXX, pp. 302-322, 1982.
BORDEN W . PAINTER, JR ., Professor of History and Secretary of the Faculty

"Elizabeth and Preaching." Paper presented at the annual meeting of the
American Society for Reformation Research, Western Michigan University,
Kalamazoo, Ml, May, 1983.
RICHARD A. RAND , Visiting Associate Professor of English

"The Library of America," in Worldview, pp. 9-11, September, 1982.
"An American Tragedy," an essay on Jorge Luis Borges's Introduction to
American Literature in Connoisseur, pp. 162-64, November, 1982.
"'O'er-brimmed,'" an article on Keats' Ode to Autumn in Oxford Literary Review,
vol. 5, pp. 37-59, 1982.
Review of 1789: The Emblems
29, April, 1983.

of Reason

by Jean Starobinski in Worldview, p.

"Exciting" (Theses for a new philology). Paper presented at the International
Association for Philosophy and Literature Conference on ''Deconstruction and
its Alternatives," State University of New York at Stony Brook, May, 1983.
''Ozone,'' on Keats' Fall of Hyperion. Paper presented at the Southampton Conference on Critical Theory at the University of Southampton, U.K., July, 1983 .
DAVID A. ROBBINS, Associate Professor of Mathematics

David Robbins, et al., "Internal functionals and bundle duals." Paper presented at the Annual Meeting of American Mathematical Society in Denver,
CO, January, 1983.
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JOHN ROSE , College Organist

"The French Romantics, Vol. 5," on Towerhill Records. Recorded at St.
Ann's Shrine, Fall River, MA and released by Towerhill Records, Hollywood,
CA.
Organ recital on university guest artist series, Western Carolina University,
Cullowhee, NC, March, 1983.
Radio interviews on status of organ in today's concert scene at Ohio State
University, Columbus, OH, April, 1983.
Recitals in nine American cities.
THALIA SELZ , Writer-in-Residence (English)

"The Monk Who Loved Little Girls" (chapter from novel-in-progress), in Partisan Review, III, 1983.
Reading and discussion of her fiction for the Connecticut Writers' League 9th
Annual Writers' Conference, Trinity College, Hartford, CT, May, 1983.
Readings of and seminars on her fiction at Mohegan Community College,
Norwich, CT, February, 1983 and at Greater Hartford Community College,
April, 1983.
BARBARA SICHERMAN , William R. Kenan, Jr. Professor of American Institutions and Values
Panelist, "Editing the Historical Encyclopedia," Organization of American
Historians, April, 1983.

Co-Chair and Discussant on panel, "Findings from the New History of
Women," American Psychiatric Association, May, 1983.
MARK P . SILYERMAN, Associate Professor of Physics

"The Vortex Tube : A Violation of the Second Law?" in European Journal
Physics, vol. 3, p. 88, 1983.

of

Mark Silverman, et al., ''Enhanced Internal Reflection from an Exponential
Amplifying Medium," in Optics Letters, vol. 8, p. 142, 1983.
Mark Silverman, et al., "Reflectance from an Exponentially Nonuniform Gain
Region." Paper presented at the Annual Meeting of the Optical Society of
America, Tucson, AZ, October, 1982. Published in Optics News, vol. 8, p. 36,
1982.
Mark Silverman, et al., "Light Amplification by Reflection from an Inverted
Medium." Paper presented at the Annual Meeting of the American Physical
Society/American Association of Physics Teachers, New York, NY, January,
1983.
Mark Silverman, et al., "Enhanced Internal Reflection: Singularities, Gain,
and the Transmitted Wave." Paper presented at the spring meeting of the
American Physical Society, Baltimore, MD, April, 1983. Published in Bulletin of
the American Physical Society, vol. 28, p. 663, 1983.
"Interaction of a Heavy Muonic Atom with an Arbitrarily Strong Magnetic
Field.'' Paper presented at the spring meeting of the American Physical
Society, Baltimore, MD, April, 1983. Published in the Bulletin of the American
Physical Society 28, p. 663, 1983.
"Spectroscopic Applications of Quantum Interference." Lecture presented at
the Stevens Institute of Technology, Hoboken, NJ, March, 1983.
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"Enhanced Internal Reflection-How is Light Amplified when it is up against
a Wall?" Sigma Xi Lecture presented at the Uniroyal Research Center,
Oxford, CT, April, 1983.
ELIZABETH L. TRACY, Artist-in-Residence (Fine Arts)

Participant in "International Printmaking Invitational," The Art Gallery, California State College, San Bernardino, CA, April, 1983 .
Participant in "3rd Annual National Print Competition and Exhibition '83 ,"
Edinboro State College, Edinboro, PA, March, April, 1983.
RANBIR VOHRA, Charles A. Dana Professor of Political Science

''The Changing Political Equilibrium in East Asia.'' Discussant on panel at the
24th Annual Conference for The American Association for Chinese Studies ,
Baltimore, MD, November, 1982.
"Asian Allies - Marriages of Convenience?" Seminar given at the Seventh
Annual National Defense and Foreign Policy Seminar on "America and Its
Allies," Trinity College, Hartford, CT, October, 1982.
" Gandhi." Colloquium presented at the University of Massachusetts, Amherst ,
MA , under the auspices of the History Department, March, 1983.
"Power Relations in Asia." Lecture presented at the United World College ,
Montezuma, NM , March , 1983.
JOHN C . WILLIAMS , Hobart Professor of Classical Languages

Guest editorial in the New England Classical Newsletter, Vol. X , no. 3, February ,
1983 .
' 'The Ludi Saeculares and Horace's Carmen Saeculare. ' ' Paper presented at the
annual institute of the American Classical League at Mary Washington College ,
Fredericksburg, VA, June , 1983.
DIANA YIANNAKIS , Assistant Professor of Political Science

"House Members' Communication Styles: Newsletters and Press Releases," m
Journal of Politics, vol. 44, pp. 1049-1071, 1982.
" Sunbelt vs. Frostbelt: The Evolution of Regional Conflict over Federal Aid to
Cities in the House of Representatives.'' Paper presented at the annual meeting
of the Midwest Political Science Association, Chicago, IL, April, 1983.
Panelist speaking on the American electoral system to a group of European
political leaders, Yale University, New Haven, CT, October, 1982 . Sponsored
by the American Council of Young Political Leaders .
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